Mount Alvernia College, Kedron
ECSIP Queensland 2018
Executive Summary
Purpose:
The purpose of this briefing paper is to provide a summary of the Mount Alvernia College
Enhancing Catholic School Identity Project (ECSIP) Full Report.
It outlines:



key learnings from the data; and
key recommendations in the report

Background:
In Semester 1 2017, Mount Alvernia College staff, students and parents were invited to
participate in the online ECSIP survey process as part of BCE’s participation in this project.
This was part of the wider strategic priority of Strengthening Catholic Identity within the
Brisbane Archdiocese.
In January 2018, Mount Alvernia College received its full report back from the Catholic
University of Leuven (KU Leuven), which contained the graphical data collected,
commentary around the data, and the conclusions and recommendations for the
College.
A total of 1791 people engaged with the ECSIP surveys in some way, providing a sample
ratio of 42.2% of the drawn sample of 755 respondents.
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There was outstanding engagement with the survey from staff, and reasonably good
engagement from students in every year level which, when combined, can be considered
representative of the student group. While a significant number of parents responded, the
sample of 60 respondents from a potential number of 796 = 7.5%. Strictly speaking, this
percentage is not ‘representative’ of the parent body and the results should be read as
‘indicative’ for the parents in general. Therefore, statistically speaking, the sample contains
some shortcomings that prevent it from being truly representative of the Mount Alvernia
College community.
When used responsibly, the research results can contribute meaningfully and effectively to
the assessment and enhancement of the Mount Alvernia College’s Catholic identity.
The report itself addresses data generated using five survey tools.
Identification Diagram and Profile Questionnaire


The Identification Diagram is designed to assess the respondents’ place and
function within the organisation. The Profile Questionnaire collects background
variables that determine the religious profile of the respondents.

Doyle Questionnaire


This questionnaire collects background variables that determine the religious
profile of the Catholic school to which the respondents belong.

Post-Critical Belief (PCB) Scale


The PCB Scale measures the faith attitudes or belief styles present among the
respondents.

Melbourne Scale


This scale explores, from a theological perspective, the ways Catholic schools can
give shape to their identity in a pluralising cultural context.

Victoria Scale


This scale explores the different ways of combining Catholic Identity with cultural
diversity.

The Doyle Questionnaire, Melbourne Scale, and Victoria Scale make use of a duallevel measurement. That is current practice (reality) and future practice (ideal).
Current Practice (reality) = Data at the factual level or reality as perceived by the
respondents. This is the current practice in my school.
Future Practice (ideal) = Data that reflects what my ‘ideal’ would be like. This is
future- focused and reflects what the respondents would prefer the school to become.
The following four pages provides a very brief theoretical introduction to each scale to
assist you, the reader to better comprehend the results.
Please note that in the report the various scales are examined in relation to one
another. This allows readers to gain full meaning and cohesive interpretation.
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Post-Critical Belief (PCB) Scale: Brief theoretical introduction


The PCB Scale measures the faith attitudes or belief styles present among the
respondents.

preferential belief
position on
theological grounds

Figure B.1 — Diagram of the typology of the Post-Critical Belief Scale.
Literal Belief
Literal affirmation of belief contents. Belief in the possibility of direct and controllable
access to the transcendent God.
Literal Disbelief / External Critique
Literal rejection of belief contents. Destructive criticism on religion and faith from
an external point of view. Religious faith is contrary to reason and must be rejected.
Relativism / Awareness of Contingency
Symbolical rejection of belief contents. Belief contents are contingent and merely relative.
Although religions are approached in a symbolic and interpretative way, there is no personal
belief in a transcendent God.
Positive aspect: a fundamental openness towards otherness, a receptivity for the valuable
impact of the encounter with people who differ.
Post-Critical Belief / Second Naiveté
Symbolical affirmation of belief contents. Personal belief in a transcendent God while being
aware that only through symbolic mediation and on-going interpretation people can enter a
relationship with the Divine
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Post-Critical Belief Scale
Direct and literal
belief in a
transcendent God.
ONE WAY only.
Literal acceptance
of doctrinal belief
contents.

Believe in God,
despite critical
reasons not to
believe.
MANY PATHS but
nevertheless they
keep holding on to
their faith: they
choose to remain

Destructive criticism on
religion and faith from
an external position.
CAN’T GO THERE.
In the extreme it would
be radical atheism.

Religion is
approached in a
symbolic way;
however, belief in
a transcendent
God is excluded.
All religions are equally true and
equally untrue- ultimately, they are
all meaningless.

Post Critical Belief in Visual Form
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Summary Findings from the report:
Post Critical Belief (PCB) Scale Findings
This scale considers the ways in which respondents relate to and understand religious
matters - their belief styles. (For a more detailed explanation please refer to the Full
Report.)
SCHOOL
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STUDENTS

The majority of respondents at Mount Alvernia College indicate support for a PostCritical Belief type, although this drops as the students move into Year 11 and 12.
Relativism has wide spread support and this grows as the students get older.
When combined with the high levels of Post-Critical Belief, indicates that students
have a personal belief in a transcendent God and value openness towards diversity.
Students indicate a strong preference for Relativism (4.80). It is the most predominant believing type for students. Students do have an open attitude in that
this indicates that they are inclusive and receptive of people who differ. Results
do not indicate pure relativism (coming from a non-belief view) and the results
can be quite typical of secondary students. Transition toward PCB should be
prioritised. The challenge will be how to do this.
Students’ External Critique (disbelief in God) and Literal Belief are not high, which is
a positive.









Large numbers of students are in the undecided category. There are groups of
students who are asking questions around their believing style. This is an
opportunity for conversation and guidance. It is important that the College help
support them and guide them toward Post Critical-Belief.
Staff indicate strong PCB. Results are healthy and show belief in a transcendent
God and the Catholic tradition and history.
Strong PCB results are supported by Relativism. Together the results indicate
that staff are open to diversity and are inclusive.
There is a significant block of staff (35.8%) who are unsure about Relativism. This
indicates they could be hesitant to express their support for a transcendent God or
may be unsure of their own believing style. An opportunity exists to help staff
clarify their understanding around matters of faith and religion.
Both adults and students oppose External Critique.

OVERALL: KU Leuven concludes these are positive results, which will
support successful recontextualisation of the Catholic faith.
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Melbourne Scale: Brief Theoretical Introduction


This scale explores, from a theological perspective, the ways Catholic schools
can give shape to their identity in a pluralising cultural context.

The Confessionally Based School
A traditional Catholic institution (think 1950s–1970s), still largely unaffected by tendencies
of detraditionalisation (rethinking long-established, accepted traditional Catholic ways of thinking
and acting) and Secularisation (nonspiritual / irreligious). Elements of typical confessional
features and identity structures endure in a passive and unreflective way. A classic
Catholic school identity is being continued unproblematically and unchallenged.
Values Education in a Christian Perspective
An identity model often adopted when the school population is gradually diversifying while
most people are still rooted in Christian culture. It is attempting to link a generally shared
awareness of 'a good life' to the Catholic faith, perceived as the ultimate fulfilment of this
intuition (mono-correlation). Catholic school identity is mediated by Christian values and
norms that appeal to everyone. By teaching values, it is hoped that the students can (still)
recognise themselves in the Catholic lifestyle and faith. However, as the gap between
culture and faith widens, it risks becoming predictable and reductive, hence ineffective and
even counter-productive – producing further Secularisation.
Institutional Secularisation
In daily school life, Catholic specificity fades away. Catholic signs and symbols disappear,
rituals no longer take place and references to religion vanish from everyday discourse.
A preferential option for the Catholic faith is replaced by a preference for neutrality,
equality, pluralism and Relativism. Gradually this trend is taken over also on the
institutional level. It is often an implicit process rather than a conscious and guided option.
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Institutional Reconfessionalisation
This type of school actively promotes a classic, confessional Catholic school identity.
It withstands tendencies of detraditionalisation and secularisation. It deliberately attempts
to bring the school culture closer to Catholicism again. The Catholic nature of the school is
explicitly and publicly profiled. Faithful and practising Catholics are given preference to
enter the school. Moral and religious education programs are a must for all students.
There is little desire to engage with diversity (other faith traditions/members of society) or to
develop the Catholic tradition in interaction with changing times.
Recontextualisation of Catholic school identity (Identity Formation in a Plural Context)
This model is fitting for a Catholic school with a diversifying school population. The school
includes at least a significant and recognisable group of Catholic believers. Deliberately
engaged in a common search of a renewed Catholic school profile, in and through a
conversation with plurality, Recontextualisation aims at a reinterpreted understanding of the
Catholic faith in the contemporary diversifying world (tradition development). This paradigm
embraces difference and 'otherness'. The encounter and conversation between different
views is being moderated by a clear preferential option for the Catholic faith. Out of its
own inherent strength and depth, a Christian voice is allowed to resonate amid a multiplicity
of voices (multi-correlation). Recontextualisation is promoted in this project.
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Melbourne Scale Identity Options in Visual Form
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Summary Findings from the report:
Melbourne Scale Findings:
This Scale examines the identity options available to Catholic organisations
and distinguishes the five different ways of establishing Catholic Identity in a
secularising and pluralising context. (For a more detailed explanation please refer
to the Full Report.)
ADULTS
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STUDENTS

Adults clearly support Recontextualisation on both current and ideal
levels, with no opposition.
They prioritise Mount Alvernia as a
Recontextualising school supported by Values Education.
Values Education is seen by staff as one way to break open the faith;
priority must be given to clear articulation of Gospel values.
Staff do have a significant question around the place of
Reconfessionalisation with over 36% unsure on both levels. Staff may
be looking for clarity on where Reconfessionalisation sits in a
contemporary Catholic school.
Some Reconfessionalisation features do exist in the College, eg teaching a
variety of faith traditions.
Students do not see Mount Alvernia as a secular school, which is very positive.



Students perceive both Recontextualisation and Values Education; however,
indicate a growing preference toward Secularisation and maintaining Values
Education.

Students seem to be moving to a position of indifference rather than hostile to
the beliefs.
 Students move away from Recontextualisation on the ideal level and keep a
preference of Values Education. Recontextualisation needs to be promoted with
the students.
 Once again there are significant blocks of students who are unsure around the
different school types. Preferences lies in Values Education. This indicates they
might be looking for clarity around what a contemporary Catholic school is.
 Christian Values Education is clearly evident in current practice and is identified as
a preferred way forward (although not as strongly as Recontextualisation for the
adults); however, KU Leuven would suggest that this strategy, if followed, will
become less effective over time and will lead to secularisation. Question: Are
students able to articulate what the Catholic Christian values mean in a Franciscan
context?

 The results indicate divergence in views regarding Reconfessionalisation. 49% of
adult respondents perceive a Reconfessional presence within the school, with a
further 41.5% unsure. This level of support remains on the ideal level with adults.
Suggestion: be explicit as to what it means for Mount Alvernia to be a Catholic school.
There needs to be an explicit common understanding. If not, staff will default to their own
truth.

 Students however, do not predominantly see their school as Reconfessional, nor
do they wish to be Reconfessional. There is an evident different between adult
and student perception in this school type.
 Secularisation is firmly rejected on both the current and ideal levels for both
adults and students.
 The high Values Education scores should be considered with caution.
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Victoria Scale: Brief theoretical introduction


This scale explores the different ways of combining Catholic Identity with cultural
diversity.

The Monologue School (maximal Christian identity, minimal solidarity,
and openness to diversity)
A traditional Catholic school by Catholics and for Catholics, putting strong focus on its
religious identity. It emphasises unity, security, solidarity, and pedagogical responsibility inside
the own Catholic circle. However, this school deliberately rejects openness and receptivity
towards other religions and life philosophies, which are considered to be untrue, undesirable,
and even threatening. There is little solidarity with the non-Catholic outside world.
The Dialogue School (maximal Christian identity, maximal solidarity,
and openness to diversity)
A Catholic school amid cultural and religious plurality. This school deliberately puts
emphasis on its Catholic inspiration, while it simultaneously takes the multicultural world
seriously. A multiplicity of voices, views, and perspectives are recognised and engaged as
contributions to the dialogue. A preferential option for the Catholic story and message
sets the tone for this dialogue. Receptivity and openness to what is different is a prerequisite to re-profile the Catholic faith in the middle of plural culture
(Recontextualisation). In other words: amid plurality we search for what it means to be
Catholic today; as Catholics we search for a way to live in the middle of plurality.
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The Colourful School (minimal Christian identity, maximal solidarity,
and openness to diversity)
A secularised and plural school environment where people relate to each other in a social,
engaged, and solidary way. This school puts a lot of effort in genuine pedagogical
responsibility. The internal plurality is taken to heart seriously; there is authentic desire and
interest in recognising the 'otherness' of the fellow school members. However, few
students or staff members are concerned about the school's (original) Catholic heritage.
A preferential option for Christianity over and above other religions and life philosophies is
rejected, because it is considered to hinder personal freedom and free interaction.
The Colourless School (minimal Christian identity, minimal solidarity and
openness to diversity)
A secularised and plural school environment where the relation between individuals remains
free of engagement or obligations. The school adopts a radically 'neutral' stand: philosophies
of life or religions must never be imposed top-down; never suggest what another person
should or should not think or do. There is a lot of openness and tolerance for all kinds of
religions and life philosophies. However, this openness is not framed in a common
pedagogical project. Religion is a private matter: it is up to the individual to make up his/her
own mind. Personal formation is a personal responsibility and not the school's
responsibility. There is little unity or security; people live next to each other in a noncommitted way.
Formal tolerance ends up in indifference.
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Summary Findings from the report:
Victoria Scale Findings
This scale looks at the four different ways of combining Catholic Identity with cultural
diversity and explores the ways in which a Catholic organisation in a multi-cultural and
multi-religious society manages this challenge. (For further explanation please refer to the
Full Report)
ADULTS

STUDENTS

See a place
for dialogue
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Value the communal nature
of a colourful school

Respondents distinguish Mount Alvernia College as a Dialogue School. Both
adults and students advocate for the dialogue model on the ideal level as well, all
though student support does drop a little. It is clear adults favour this type more
than students do. This is a strong result.
The Monologue School model is rejected on both the current (reality) and ideal
(future practice) levels by adults and students.
Adults generally resist the Colourless school model but their resistance to the
Colourful School types weakens slightly.
Students are weakening in their resistance to the Colourful School model, which is
something to be mindful of.








Both staff and students have significant questions around these typologies and are
looking for clarity into the future.
There are significant chunks of student population that are undecided, and 25% of
students can have a real impact on the model of school for which they advocate.
It is important to monitor the student indication and growing preference for the
Colourful and Colourless school types, which distances itself from the Catholic faith.
Student data shows evidence of the value of community but that students are not
certain on faith. They are open to discussion and the College should take advantage
of this.
KU Leuven describes these as generally positive results, although it is important to
be mindful of some of the student data . It is also important to keep in mind the
areas of unsureness (orange) as these population groups have the potential to shift
the balance.

The Profile Questionnaire
This section of the report is designed to report on a carefully selected range of background
variables that determine the personal religious profile of the respondents. These include:
-
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Gender
Ethnic and cultural diversity
Religious diversity
Personal faith in Christ
Support for the Catholic faith
Personal prayer life.

This section indicates that the majority of student respondents do not share an affiliation
with the Christian faith yet there remains an average faith in Christ.
Adults predominantly identify as Catholic or Christian.



The majority of respondents also have some form of prayer life and are willing
to support the Catholic faith.

Doyle Questionnaire
This section of the report shares information about the religious profile of the school.
It reports on both the current (reality) and preferred future (ideal) levels, with a focus
on aspects of the school’s catholicity. These variables include:
-

Support for Catholic school identity
A good place to grow closer to God
Features of Catholic school identity



Most of the respondents give obvious support to Catholic school identity,
with negligible opposition.
The majority of respondents indicate that Mount Alvernia College is a good place
to grow closer to God.
Many of the Doyle graphs indicate a growing student resistance to the more
institutional/formal elements of the Catholic Church; however, they maintain a
personal faith connection (eg faith in Jesus, support for the Catholic Faith, Prayer,
support for Catholic school identity, and Features of Catholic school identity)
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With reference to the features of Catholic school identity, respondents
indicate they would like more of many of these features, particularly
social justice programs, ecological awareness, and openness to other
faiths and cultures. Students are attracted to these and would like more
of them.
The report indicates that there is a growing indifference toward faith among
the students. The students are not hostile but are growing in their
indifference.
The students perceive multiple approaches being used in the school – Values
Education, Recontextualisation, Reconfessionalism – staff and students are
looking for clarity about what a contemporary Catholic is and what that looks
like at Mount Alvernia.

There is considerable variation of responses among College members regarding the
desired features of Catholic school identity. Generally, College members desire more
Catholic identity features, but there are exceptions among students and parents.
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Students desire less Religious Education, less Catholic knowledge teaching and
formation, less scripture, and less prayer. Parents are also desiring less Religious
Education, and additionally desire less enrolment of other-than-Catholics.
There is indication that students and parents are struggling with the more institutional
Church.
Nevertheless, the data above shows that there are clearly three features that students and
adults are most interested in:




Openness to different cultures, beliefs and life philosophies;
Involvement in social justice projects; and
Ecological awareness, care for nature and the environment.

SOME QUESTIONS RAISED FROM THE ABOVE DATA ARE:
Can the College leverage off those features that students and adults indicate are their
highest priorities?
If students are drawn to the personal, connect with others, and enjoy the faith in action
aspects of Catholic identity, then how do we provide authentic experiences for them both
in and outside of the formal classroom?
Do our staff have the formal and personal experiences to do this?
What staff and student formation experiences are necessary to address this data?
If students are less interested in engaging with scripture, how can classroom teachers make
this come alive for them?

Conclusions and Recommendations:
This section synthesises the findings to outline strengths, challenges, and recommendations
as proposed by KU Leuven.
Qualities and Strengths
Key strengths as dot points (See full report Page 82–85).
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Building Blocks of Catholic Schools Identity – clearly a Catholic school where a strong
faith community is present.
Support for Catholic School Identity – both in current practice and in their ideal, school
respondents rather unanimously agree Mount Alvernia is, and should be, a good place to
grow closer to God. Strong support for the social justice and inclusivity elements.
Signs of Openness to the Dialogue School from students and staff – prioritises Christian
identity.
Staff Support for Post-Critical Belief – general support for this more mature style of
believing.
High Staff Awareness of Contingency (other faith styles) – Awareness comes from a
wealth of uniquely Catholic sources. Continuing to promote this awareness of
contingency as a belief-supporting position among all school members will be vital for
the Catholic school identity of Mount Alvernia.









Staff Recontextualising the Catholic faith – general support particularly among
staff with the majority of students indicating the presence of the style. It is not
yet the most supported school type among students; however, the strong and
unanimous staff support remains a good sign for the program moving forward.
Strong emphasis on solidarity, charism – Both the interview and school documents show
considerable support for the school’s unique Franciscan charism, with a strong house
system that relates to the histories of school patrons on a deep hermeneutic level.
The strength of these resources seeps into nearly all aspects of school life.
Staff One Voice against external critique – Staff and students alike generally reject
External Critique (literal rejection of belief criticism / destructive criticism on religion and faith.
Religion must be rejected.) This bodes well for unity and identity of the Catholic school
moving forward.
Encouraging diversity – Pluralisation is a global phenomenon and, as such, it behoves any
institution to be mindful and prepare for this influx. Diversity brings with it a wealth of
traditions and meanings that can not only enhance the learning experience but can serve
to highlight the difference that the Church is called to make in the world as well and,
there, serve as a source for Dialogue.

Challenges / Critical Questions
1) Possible movement from early student Post Critical Belief to disbelief in later years.
Question to ask: What impacts the shift of students from belief to disbelief?
2) High Literal Belief among younger students – in movement
3) Mixed messages about theological perspective – (Melbourne Scale) – we need to be
clear, precise, and unambiguous about the Catholic message.
4) Caution of Monologue School – not a major area of concern
5) Potential support for minimising Catholic Identity
6) Signs of decreasing resistance to Secularisation – so be clear with message.

Recommendations by KU Leuven
1. Creating a team to lead, prioritise and drive the improvement agenda
around Catholic school identity. This should be a broad group with
representatives from different elements of the community. (There may also be
opportunity to connect with the team from Padua as these was some similarities in their
recommendations.)

2. Looking for ways to build more deliberate connection between Religious
Life of the School and the RE Curriculum. This can help to make the
curriculum come alive and assist students to see what they are learning about
enacted in the daily life.
3. From disbelief to Post-Critical Belief: Promoting a Catholic Awareness of
Contingency. Students who may be either Literal Believers or non-believers need
to be guided towards a Post-Critical Belief. The staff at Mount Alvernia can use their
Awareness of Contingency to guide believing and disbelieving students alike on their
own journeys. They can become guiding companions by pointing to the Bible, or to
religious figures of all sorts that have influenced them on their journeys.
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4. From Literal Belief to Post-Critical Belief – the ‘multi-correlative’
approach. Another way to guide students towards a Post-Critical Belief is through
a multi-correlative approach. This involves students drawing out meanings from the
many symbols in Scripture, comparing these meanings to their own lives, and
sharing these meanings amongst those of other cultures and beliefs. The teacher’s
role is vital here, to use multi-correlative, intertextual, and hermeneutic approaches
to texts as the students mature.
5. Diversity as a source for Awareness of Contingency strategies. Mount
Alvernia College is becoming more diverse. Taking an ambitious stand of this
diversity by highlighting difference inside and outside the school can foster an
Awareness of Contingency. Involving parents as well as community and religious
leaders from a wide variety of backgrounds to speak at the school can help draw out
various hidden stories that are waiting to be told in the community.
6. The Catholic School Difference: Opposing indifference through Dialogue.
Clarify your Dialogue School vision for all levels of staff, students, and community to
seek multiple ways of connecting it to your unique charism, school traditions, and
cultural context. Avoid a simplistic ‘similarities only’ approach to other religions, and
let differences sing out as well. Promote the voices of others and let their
differences give inspiration to your own sense of community and our mutual
belonging within that community.
7. Grounding social justice initiatives in charism as a way to build
hermeneutic skills. Find ways to continually Recontextualise Mount Alvernia
College’s unique charism, mission, and context into the execution of your social
justice and ecology initiatives. Being more deliberate in connecting the values
used in the College to the Christian story and the charism. It is about being
explicit and intentional. Mount Alvernia needs to continue to ground social justice
in the charism. How to live out the Mission? Your college’s unique charism can be
used as an additional point of contact to show students that they have the freedom
and the responsibility to investigate and demonstrate their college identity in a host
of ways inside and outside the school.
8. From Christian Values Education to Recontextualisation. A strong
recontextualising program needs to be developed that seeks multiple inroads inside
and outside the Catholic faith. Similarities with other faiths can be emphasised as
much as differences, but we do need to celebrate the differences and let them
come from a place of authenticity.
9. Becoming witnesses: not teaching about, but from the Christian tradition,
and your place in it. How do we as adult members of the community value and
model our Catholic identity and faith to the students, both the struggles and the
joys? It is a journey. Mount Alvernia needs to consider how staff members are
witnesses of their own faith and of the way they experience the presence of the
transcendent in their own lives. The aim is to promote curiosity and Dialogue
through guidance, toward He who is our Authority. Seek out ideas for how to
become a meaningful part of the student’s own story, as you witness from your own
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10.

11.

12.

13.

experience, struggles, and joys. Review how scripture is being used to look for
new ways to recontextualise scripture as a Post-critical reading of the Bible, eg –
three worlds of Text. This recommendation may be due to student feedback on
use of scripture.
Towards a Post-Critical reading of the Bible. Look at the use of Scripture and
the Bible at school, in Liturgies, and in class. Consider ways of re-telling and
recreating Bible passages and give opportunities for students to interpret artistically
and explain the nuances of their choices, so the Bible can be read in all its dimension,
as a text that requires interpretation and an understanding of the original context.
Staff formation. Mount Alvernia needs to continue to seek opportunities for staff
faith formation to help form the personal and communal identity and faith. Data
identified staff gaps/questions. It is crucial that the school’s leadership and teaching
staff are continually formed in matters of religion and Catholic identity. Additionally,
exploring the ECSIP typologies together, particularly by identifying the combination
of these at work in Mount Alvernia, would also give staff a vocabulary with which to
reflect upon and speak about the religious identity of their school among one
another, and with the students.
Imbuing school solidarity with Recontextualised Catholic inspiration.
If social solidarity is to distinguish your institution and is to live on in your alumni,
the charism that is your God-given gift to the world must be continually
Recontextualised in service of these aims. The answer to ‘what it means to be
Catholic educators’ must be sought daily, prayerfully and reflectively, in the lives of
your patrons and in Dialogue with each one of your members.
Implementation: Creating a Catholic school identity team. An identity
team could be established at school. This team can facilitate the review of Mount
Alvernia’s ECSIP report. Having a few individuals from different teaching groups and
within the school leadership charged with this responsibility will also promote
collaboration across the school.

NEXT STEPS – Action Term 2, 2018.
1. Develop an executive summary of the report to be used as a communication tool.
2. Identify opportunities to communicate key findings and recommendations to staff,
parents (eg school board and P&FSN) and where appropriate students.
PD options for Staff on the Three Scales – 45 minutes per session available
from BCE. Develop a common language and understanding. Term 2 roll-out from
BCE - available if required as part of the Identity Team Action Plan.
3. The college will form a Mount Alvernia Catholic Identity Team to review the report
and begin to prioritise and strategiSe ways forward. –
intentionally broad and explicitly planned focus. Identity
Team should inform other teams and all Professional Learning
Teams. This team will intentionally map out a Plan of Action.
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